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Never underestimate the power of a single agent determined to defend the galaxySilver Cane has

been promoted to Chief of PoliceÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and essentially removed from the field in the process. As

attacks on the technology that protect the system continue, she struggles to re-establish the police

core needed to combat the interstellar terrorists. When the military starts chasing false trails, Silver

and her few remaining agents must defend the system and keep chaos from reigning.Defense is the

first book in the Silver Cane series. If you like fast paced space adventures with engaging, and

quirky, characters, you will love Silver Cane.Download Defense and get started on your next space

adventure!Always FREE on Kindle Unlimited
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Defense - What no radios, Silver has to shout her orders? I read Pursuit and looked forward to

reading Defense, book 2 in the series. I was disturbed to find Silver shouting her orders instead of



using comm equipment, it's in the future and part of the tac suit. After the first chapter, things got

better and made for an interesting story. The newer characters need more developing, but the plot

was interesting. There's more to the series, although this part was completed; the main objective is

continuing in the next part of the series.Pursuit - I want a cruiser. Another well written suspense that

immerses the reader in a fast paced action scifi. The main characters, AI and vehicle are well

developed along with an interesting plot. Everything is well described and doesn't take much to

visualize the surroundings. This will be a good series as all components develop more as the stories

continue. I thoroughly enjoyed this short story, although scifi isn't the best genre for me. There's

enough components to this story to keep me reading. I definitely could use the suit, especially on

cycling trips during the Texas summer. Gee, no donut stops.I contacted Fairfield Publishing

volunteering to do reviews.

The saga of Silver Cane continues in Defense. But it becomes more complicated. Silver Cane has

additional duties now that she has been appointed Chief of Police after everyone else above her

was killed in a massive explosion at police headquarters by a nasty villain. She frets and complains

about being pulled from the field to fulfill the new administrative role. DonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t worry.

however, while she has been told she has to step down on field work she still gets involved in some

of the most dangerous situations. At the same time as she has to administrate the department she

has to also find a way to train new agents to the high standards the work requires. This calls for her

to learn to be able to recognize the strengths of the newbies and utilize them to accomplish

missions as well as make sure they are proficient in common agent tasks. Somehow she finds a

way to accomplish all of this with the aid of the AI on Razor ship that has become more human in its

interactions. She has been told she has to spend less on her AI and more on the system AI. As they

say, fat chance. As the story moves along at a usual fast pace the complications multiply and her

ability to multi-task by not only by her fulfilling her new administrative job but also staying focused on

a developing mission leads her to follow her instincts which is good for the system. This chapter in

the series ends on a cliff hanger that like the old Saturday morning movie serials will have you

wanting for the next book in the series to appear much sooner than later.

Definitely a "beach book", this novel is a fast read at only 73 pages. Mr. Victor describes our intrepid

heroine, Agent Silver, as having a "hot headed, action first approach". This certainly describes Silver

Cane. I look forward to the next installment.



I enjoyed the second book of the Silver Cane series. A short read, but packed full of action and

adventure. With Silver's promotion, I see a lot more problems she will have to solve in the future.

Looking forward to where her story goes to next.
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